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TRAVEL DIARY
Ar. Rooshad Shroff 

finds inspiration  
in Miami

TREND ALERT!
Bring home Denim  
and Tribal designs

DESIGN PROFILE
Ar. Samira Rathod  

on her newest  
venture Big Piano

HOUSE OF  
THE MONTH

Designer Siddartha 
Tytler's bachelor 

pad that has a pool in 
the living room!

Huzefa Rangwala  
& Jasem Pirani design 

a Mumbai apartment 
with a glass kitchen

MODERN
LUXE 

HOMES
BUYER'S GUIDE  INTERIOR TILES AND THEIR LATEST AVATARS
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HOME PROFILE
THE OWNER Siddartha Tytler is a 
renowned fashion designer, who 
has been in the industry for almost 
20 years. He loves bingeing on 
horror movies and web series. He 
doesn’t like club culture anymore 
and loves spending time at home 
with close friends. 

THE PROPERTY A 1,200 sq yd 
home with a large entertainment 
area, a TV room, a dining room, a 
small pantry, a powder room, two 
bedrooms and a vast walk-in 
wardrobe. 

Fashion designer  Siddartha Tytler’s  
self-designed home in Delhi is cool and  
hip, while being eternally timeless...

Photography ⁄ Atul Pratap Chauhan     ✳     Words ⁄ Nandini Banerjee

IN FOR M A L LI V ING 
A R E A
“The leather couches add character 
and warmth in the casual sitting area. 
We definitely wanted some leather 
element in this space. It was 
important to put things together 
aesthetically, as I didn’t really plan 
anything. If I liked something, I  
picked it up and then worked around 
the piece.” 
Get the look Custom-made leather 
sofas by Sarita Handa, complemented 
by Apartment 9 armchairs capture 
the attention. The end table too, was 
custom-created by Sarita Handa. 

MOODS
OF GREY

50
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‘I love dark in general so I thought grey 
would be a good option for this space.’

LI V ING 
ROOM 
DETA ILS
This Rooshad Shroff 
seat has been crafted 
out of a single block 
of marble. ‘I love the  
work of Pradeep 
Mishra for his use of 
the colour red.  
This pelican piece is 
by him.’ 

COFFEE 
TA BLE 
DETA IL
‘This book piece was 
something that I 
randomly picked 
from Bergdorf 
Goodman during  
one of my trips to 
New York.’ 

LI V ING A R E A
‘My favourite sofa. It makes me feel that I am facing 
everyone and leading the entourage. Just kidding!’
Get the look The sofas are from Marina Home Interiors, 
while the coffee table is from Nivasa. The marble seats are 
by Rooshad Shroff, and the carpet is from Qaaleen. The 
lamps were picked from Apartment 9. This is a Bang & 
Olufsen Beoplay speaker. The floor lamp is from Sarita 
Handa, retailing at Lightbox. 
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HOME PROFILE
THE OWNER Siddartha Tytler is a 
renowned fashion designer, who 
has been in the industry for almost 
20 years. He loves bingeing on 
horror movies and web series. He 
doesn’t like club culture anymore 
and loves spending time at home 
with close friends. 

THE PROPERTY A 1,200 sq yd 
home with a large entertainment 
area, a TV room, a dining room, a 
small pantry, a powder room, two 
bedrooms and a vast walk-in 
wardrobe. 

Fashion designer  Siddartha Tytler’s  
self-designed home in Delhi is cool and  
hip, while being eternally timeless...

Photography ⁄ Atul Pratap Chauhan     ✳     Words ⁄ Nandini Banerjee

IN FOR M A L LI V ING 
A R E A
“The leather couches add character 
and warmth in the casual sitting area. 
We definitely wanted some leather 
element in this space. It was 
important to put things together 
aesthetically, as I didn’t really plan 
anything. If I liked something, I  
picked it up and then worked around 
the piece.” 
Get the look Custom-made leather 
sofas by Sarita Handa, complemented 
by Apartment 9 armchairs capture 
the attention. The end table too, was 
custom-created by Sarita Handa. 

MOODS
OF GREY

50

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
RIGHT Flooring, price 
on request, Quick Step; 
wall paint, ̀ 950 per lt, 
ICI Dulux; placemats, 
`1,250, Nicobar; mezo 
pendant lamp, price on 
request, Poliform.
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POW DER 
ROOM
Done up elegantly with a 
mix of wallpapers and 
artworks in nude, black 
and brown tones.
Get the look The mirror 
is by Rooshad Shroff 
while the arty wallpaper 
is from Apartment 9. 
‘The photographs are by 
an LA artist with a ‘Ram 
Kumar’ print, which was 
a gift from my friend 
Roshini Vadehra of 
Vadehra Art.’ 

A minimal space with elegant colours and comfortable, stylish furniture

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Cosco bar chair, 
`21,000, Inhabit; bed, ̀ 2,00,000 onwards, 
Essentia Environments; Beoplay speaker, 
price on request, Bang & Olufsen; lamp, 
price on request, Apartment 9; dinner 
plate, ̀ 2,600, Good Earth; sofa, price on 
request, Simply Sofas.


